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VIA E-Mail: sh~dv.comments~ots.treas.co~ 
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ans and Legislation Division 
Chief Counsel’s OffLoe 
Oftice of Thrift Supervision 
1700 G Street, N.W. 
Washington, D.C. 20552 
AlTN: Study on GLBA Information Sharing 

Be: Comments on the GLBA LnformationSharina Study 

Gentleman: 

MBNA America Bank, N.A. (“MBNA America”) is a national banking association specialiig 
m the marketing of affmity credit cards. Through our agreements with more than 5,000 
organizations, MBNA issues credit cards endorsed by colleges and universities, professional 
sports teams, cause-related organizations, professional trade associations and similar 
organizations. .Additionally, through joint marketing agreements, we issue and service credit 
cards on behalf of more than 150 banks and credit unions. We are the world’s largest 
independent issuer of MasterCard and Visa credit cards. MBNA America also offers sales 
finance loans for a variety ofretailers, manufacturers and service providers and individual limes 
of credit for personal, family or household purposes. 

Through OUT aftlliate MBNA America (Delaware), N.A. (“MBNA Delaware”), we offer business 
lines of credit, credit cards for business use and home mortgages. Additional aftiliates in&de 
MBNA Marketing Systems, Inc. (‘YvfSL”) specializing in telemarketing and MBNA Technology, 
Inc. (“MTP) specializing in information systems, data management and slotement production. 
Formation and organization of all these affiliates (collectively refcrrcd to as ‘%lBNA”) resulted 
from various &ran&l, regulatory, fiscal and operational drivers. 

MBNA’s primary marketing channels include direct m.ail, telemarlceting, direct promotions, and 
the Internet. MBNA contracts with a wide-v%aiety of nonaffiliated third parties to provide 
services on our behalf (such as check priming, data processing, telemarketing, direct mail 
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marketing) and to offer products and services to our Customers outside of MBNA’s business 
lines. 

MBNA appreciates this opportunity to comment to the Treasury Department, the federal 
functional regulatory agencies and the Federal ‘l’radc Commission, regarding the study on 
information sharing practices among fmancial institutions and their afliliates, as required by Title 
V of the Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act of 1999 (LLGLBA”). In accordance with the Treasury 
Department’s instructions our responses are identified with the number and letter of the question 
to which they relate. For convenience and clarity, the Treasury’s questions are restated in italics, 
with our response immediately following. Consistent with the Treasury’s questiohs, the terms 
“information” and “confidential customer information” mean “nonpublic personal information” 
as defmed iu the regulations implementing ihe financial privacy provisions of Title V of GLBA. 
In addition, the term “customer” means any individual and includes any individual who applies 
for or obtains a financial product or service. 

Question I. Purposes for the sharing of confidential customer information with affdiates or 
with nonafllialed thirdparties: 

a, What types of information dojinmcial institutims share with affiiatest 

For ibe typical retail credit card customer, MBNA maintains approximately 200 data elements 
including: (i) identification information (such as name, address, telephone number? e-mail 
address, Social Security number, date of biltb, mother’s maiden name or password, and account 
number); (ii) tmusaction and experience information (such as purchases, payments, balances, 
billing disputes and customer service history); (iii) credit eligibility information (such as credit 
reports); and (iv) other information (such as proprietary scores, group afilliations, privacy 
preferences and marketing preferences). 

All of this ~ml’ormution is maintained by lviT1 for ‘b4BNA America and MBNA Delaware. MT1 
markets ho financial products or services. MM functions exclusively as an agent of MBNA 
America and MBNA Delaware, providing information systems, data mana$ement and statement 
production services. To the extent such &I arrangement can fairly bc described as “information 
sharing”, then sharing is total between MT1 and each of MBNA America and MBNA Delaware. 
It is necessary to effect, administer and enforce the frnanCrd products and services requested by 
the customer. 

Similarly, MS.1 offers no financial products or services of its own. MS1 functions exclusively as 

product over the tclephonc, request customer consent to obtain a consumer report and load the 
completed application with all information required for a decision into information systems 
maintained by h4TI for the benefit of MBNA America and MBNA Delaware. Again, to the 
extent such an arrangement can fairly be described as “information sharing”, then sharing is total 
between MS1 and each of MBNA America and MBNA Delaware. It is necessary to effect, 
administer and enforce the financial products and services requested by the customer. 
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Finally, irCormation sharing benveen MBNA America and MBNA Delaware is much more 
limited. Subject to the Fair Credit Reporting Act’s rFCR4”) limitations on the sharing of credit 

eligibility information between affiliates, MBNA America may share information about retail 
credit card customers with MBNA Delaware. Such sharing provides ~NA Delaware with a 
valuable source of leads for mortgage products and allows MBNA America to offer a financial 
product that may be more appropriate for some customers. The information shared typically ~ 

includes identification, trausaction and experience, credit eligibility (where permitted) and other 
information as needed to offer a mortgage product efficiently. 

b. What types of information de fiiancial institutions shnre with nonaffiliated thirdparties?’ 

In many ways, information sharing by MBNA with nonafliliated third parties is not significantly 
different from information sharing by MBNA with affiliates. In addition to the services provided 
by MTl and MS1 described above, ME3NA America and MBNA Delaware contract with a wide 
variety of nonaffiliated third parties as service providers. These functions include supplemental 
telemarketing, information systems, data management and statement production services. 
Further, these services include capacity capabilities unobtainable within MBNA for items such 
as direct mail and e-mail. 

Similarly, like the information sharing between MONA America and MBNA Delaware, both 
these organizations contract with nonaffiliated third parties to offer a variety of Snanciat 
products and services. Types of information shared here are limited to what is necessary to offer 
and service a product efficiently. Some information sharing may be limited to identification 
information. A good example is an endorsing organization’s request for a customerlist. other 
information sharing may involve nearly all aspects of information held by MBNA’concerning a 
customer. Ml3NA’s joint marketing agreements with other financial institutions are good 
examples. In many cases these nonaffiliated third parties wish to service the customer through 
their branch network and Internet website. systems, keeping MBNA ss ‘Yrsnsparent” as possible. 
With product features like overdraft protection (credit card cash advance covering checks written 
on insufficient funds) and onlime statements, considerable amounts of information must be 
shared in a secure environment to service the Customer immediately and seamlessly. 

Finallyi MONA America from time-to-time contracts with nonaffiliated third parties to offer a 
variety of non-financial products and services. We believe OUT customers may find these offers 
to be of value and th,e decision regarding whether or not to purchase is theirs alone. Again, the 
types of information shared here are limited to what is necessary to offer and service a product 
eficiently. Typically, information sharing for these relationships is liited to identification 
information. GLBA prohibits any sharinp. of “live” account numbers for such purposes and 
requires that MBNA both disclose its privacy notice and suppress information regarding any 
customers that opt out. The FCRA prevents our sharing of any credit eligibility information 
although exceptions exist for our “‘transaction and experience” lnfomration. 

c. Dofinanclal institutions share dlflerent @es of information with aJZiates than with 
non&iliated thirdparties? If so, please explaik the dtflerencti in the types of information 
shared with a#iliates and with non&liated thlrdparfk 
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Please see OUI &snswers to 1 (a) and l@) above. With the exception of obvious limitations 
imposed by the FCRA, we see little difference in the types of information shared by MBNA 
based upon whether the recipient is an affiliate or a nonaftiliated third party. The. significant 
facror is the product or service provided by the affiliate or nonaffiliated third party. MBNA’s 
practice has always been to limit the amount of information shared to what is required to offer a 
product or service efficiently, to.require confidentiality of the recipient, and to Emit use ofthe 
information shared to the purposes for which it is shared. These basic information-sharing 
responsibilities were in place long before GLBA required them. 

d For whatpurposes dojinancial institutions share information with affdiutes? 

Please see our answers to l(a) and l(b) above. 

c. For wlrotpurposes doflnancial iustifutia?~~ share irformatbn wirJl nonaJEliated third 
partiecl 

Please see our answers to l(a).and l(b) above. 

I; What, Ifarty, lirkts dofinancial institutions voluutarilyplacc on the shrrring of information 
with their a.liates and nonafiliated thirdpurlies? PIeuse urpfoin. 

Please see our LULSWISIS to l(c) above. 

g. mot, if any, operational limitations prevent or inhibitjinancial instittiions from sharing 
information with afiliotes ofd nonoffdiated thirdparties? Please explain. 

Operational limitations, broadly categorized, fall into either practice/contractual or technological 
categories. Practice/conlractual limitations include self+nposed limitations practiced by MBNA 
because we believe it’s the right thing to do and/or those accepted as part of a contract 
relationship. For example, while we are technologically capable of doing so, we would not 
search the transactions and experiences of our customers to identify medical or healthcare 
payments for purposes of assisting a joint marketing agreement party such aa a life insurance 
cotipany avoid potential risks. We know that’s inappropriate as good business people. We do 
not oppose a law or regulation prohibiting something clearly inappropriate. However, we see no 
evidence that such practices aie actually occurring and we are deeply concerned about overly 
broad laws or regulations that all too frequently cause ad+erse unintended consequences and 
stifle legitimate creative efforts. 

Technological limitations usually arise from incompatible information, communication, 
transmission, or information sec&ity systems. We typically find thaw all such issues can be 
overcome. The challenge is to make the correct cost-effective de&ion. And in an increasingly 
competitive environment where rcsourcc allocation must be carefully reviewed, there. are times 
when the correct cost-effective decision is not to transact. 
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h. For wh,at other purposes wouldfinancial insliluli~ns like to share hfarrt~ation but current& 
do not? What benefits wouldfmancial institutions derive from sharing information for those 
purposes? What currently prevents or inhibits such sharing of information? 

Competition between financial m&utions, together with the need to preserve customer trust and 
brand reputation, always work to limit the amount of jnfonnation shared’between financial 
institutions, In contrast, the instant access and connectivity of the Internet combined with the 
increasing specialization of tiiratrcial institutions increases tbc demand for information shm-ing in 
today’s marketplace. Federal fmnncial regulatory agencies play a direct role in tbis process. For 

instance, the OCC’s emphasis on fee income combined with its expansive interpretations of the 
finder’s fee possibilities under the Bank Powers Act, unfortunately led many financial 
institutions into retail relationships with nonaffiliated third parties for telemarketing of non- 
financial membersbip-based products and services which raised privacy concerns beginning in 
1999. 

MBNA agrees that there must be a balance between information sharing and customer privacy. 
We believe that GLBA sets that balance appropriately. The political debate in Congress as the 
legislation progressed, and the comment period during the regulatory process, resulted in a 
privacy law ofnational applicability to .all Smancial institutions implemented without sigoificaut 
disruption in the marketplace and without significant unintended consequences for consumers or 
businesses. We find only two substantive flaws within GLBA, and two false arguments within 
the privacy advocacy movement, that currently prevent or inhibit the sharing of information. 

First, GLBA should clearly recognize an exception from both notice and opt out for credit cards 
issued by a financial institution on behalf of endorsing organizations. While the private label, 
maintaining and servicing, aud consent exceptions all arguably apply to such information 
sharing, an explicit exception is preferred. Most MBNA customers request our credit card 
because of their affiliation with the endorsing organization. By’definition, they expect and 
accept some information sharing between MBNA and that organization. Even ifthe exception 
were limited to name, address, telephone number and Social Security number (for data matching 
only), it would greatly assist MBNA and its endorsing organizations. 

Second, GLBA must set a pre-emptive national standard for privacy of financial information. 
The Sarbanes amendment, allowing states to be more restrictive. is a grave mistake. Turning 
national banks toward a state-reyloted scheme for the privacy of financial inform&ion makes no 
sense, especially as part of a Federal law eliminating the barriers bet&en banking, hr,mm.nce, 

with which Congress is ready to dismiss the very same issue where Internet privacy is concerned 
(see S. 2201, the “Online Personal Privacy Act”). 

With respect to the privacy advocacy effort, we must question motives when we learn that 
proposed informntion sharing restrictions between afIXates seek to distinguish between so-crdled 
“good” and “bad” affiliates. Qualitative judgments do not belong here - if a Snancial institution 
affiliate is engaged in inappropriste sctivity such as predatory lending, then predatory lending is 

r-‘ 
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the issue (or facilitating identity theft or illegal telemarketing) to address. Wrapping legitimate 
issues under the politically popular cloak of “privacy” may get legislation passed and achieve 
short-term goals, but it won’t address the real issues. And that helps neither consumers nor 
financial institutions. 

Finally, the privacy advocacy movement must engage in some coopemtive undertakings with the 
financial industry and provide real data for some of its assertions. Despite all the furor over so- 
called “privacy incidents” at financial institutions such as U.S. Bsnk and others, we have yet ro 
see any evidence that sharing of information by financial institutions, either between affiliates or 
with non&Xated third parlies, substantially contributes to identity theft or causes any other 
significant harm. At its worst, it may result in the offer of a product or service that a consumer 
may not want. The recent dismissal in New York of the privacy class action brought against 
Chase is a good example. In Smith v. Chase Manhattan Bank USA. (Brooklyn Supreme Court 
No. 9531B, Justice Nicholas A. Clemente; Dismissal affirmed by Z”6 Department), the court 
found no harm. “Class members were merely offered products and services which they were 
free to decline. This does not qualify as actual harm”. 

This is not to say there are not real issues of concern. Correcting credit-reporting inaccuracies, 
verifying address variations between an application for credit and a credit report, and honoring 
consumer preferences for information sharing and marketing communications are all worthy 
topics. The financial industry is ready, willing, and able to not only discuss them, but to take 
concrete, verifiable steps to address them once a common understanding of the problems and an 
accepted framework to resolve them are developed. 

Question 2. The extent and adequacy of securi&protections for such information: 

a Describe the kit& of safeguards thnrfiuzncial institutions have inpluce to protect the 
security of information. PIense consider administrative, technical, andphysicalprotections, as 
well as the protections that financial institutions impose on their third-parry service providers. 

MBNA employs administrative, technical, and physical protections to safeguard customer 
information. We do this because it’s necessary to protect our business, our customers, and our 
reputation. We found no specific changes to our practices and procedures required to conform to 
GLBA’s Guidelines for Safeguarding Customer Information because we were doing the things 
they required long before GLBA became law. 

Administrative protections include a variety of policies, procedures, and standards implemented 
to achieve reasonaole 
content ofpasswords, standards for how often passwords must be changed, verification standards 
and authorization protocols in our password administration areas; and dual signature or access 
requirements for particul3rly sensitive matters or .areas. 

Technical protections include information security architecture implemented to achieve 
reasonable levels of security. Examples include careful selection of software and hsrdware for 
purchase; constant monitoring of internal and external activity to identify unauthorized access; 
penetration and vulnerability testing; daily scauni~rg for published vulnernbilities such as viruses, 
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b,ack doors, and bugs; incident identification, escalation, evaluation, and resolution procedures; 
tile construction, encryption, and transmission protocols including data integrity verification; and 
a host of other attributes. 

Physical security includes the construction, maintenance and operation of our facilities; 
employee background checks; identification badges and their use; requirements for escorting 
visitors; nighlly “de-ar desk” policies; documem shredding procedures; and restricted entry to 
particularly sensitive areas. 

MONA evaluates all of these aspects for information sensitive third party service providers. If 
conditions are found that do not satisfy our standards, we require the vendor to meet them or we 
go elsewhere. While we are rigid in assuring that our standards for security are satisfied, we are 
flexible in the means by which reasonable levels of security may be achieved. For instance, if 
the cost of a vendor upgrading their encryption standards to transmit an electronic file, to us on a 
one-time basis outweighs the cost of securely transporting a magnetic tape of the same 
information, we may choose the latter method. Balancing costs and benefits to achieve,the 
reasonable level of security is the key challenge in this area. 

6. To wbnt extent are fhe safeguards described above required under existing law, such as the 
GLBA (see, e.g., 12 CFR 30, Appendk B)? 

We belicvc, given the size and complexity of MRNA’s business, that all of the measures 
described in Z(a) above are required. Agaiq, we emphasize that we were engaged in all these 
activities before passage of GLBA and the Guidelines. We believe the standards are reasonable 
and properly focused on the goal of safeguarding customer information, rather than dictating a 
particular means or technology to achieve it. Further, the standards recognize that security 
threats.change constantly and emphasize continuous testing, evaluation, reporting, and revision 
to maintain protection levels. 

c. Do existing statutory and regulatory requirementsprotect information adequately? Please 
et&k why or why not. 

Yes. Please see our answer to 2(b) above. 

d What, if any, new or revisedstatutory or regulatory protections would be useful? Please 
explain. 

Security is a moving target with constantlv evolving challenges. GLDA and the Guidelines 
provide a useful homework of basic conceptual requirements without driving financial 
institutions toward particular solutions that may be ineffective tomorrow. Combined with the 
constant pressure of a competitive financial marketplace, we do not believe any additional 
requirements in law or regulation would be useful. We also do not support the all too plrvalcnt 
concept of fines, penalties or private causes of action being added to these regulations. Some 
security breaches occur which result in no aCtUQ1 harm to consumers. In such situations, piling 
on the penalties serves neither the marketplace nor consumers in the long run. MJ3NA does, 
however, strongly support uniform standards for data transmission and encryption by and among 
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government agencies. The Federal government is uniquely positioned to lead the way in areas 
where individual businesses may fear to tread due to lack of accepted standards. 

Question 3. The putentiul risks for customer privacy of such sharing of iltformotion; 

a. What, if any, potentialprivaq risks does a customer face when afinancinl institution 
shares the cuslomer’s information wif2 an aflliote? 

information sharing with an affiliate possesses no unique potential privacy risks to oustomers. 
MBNA’s affiliates are part of the same corporate suucture - all. our afiliates are subject to the 
same control mechanisms for ensuring information security and confidentiality. Admittedly, any 
time information is shared there is a risk of unauthorized access or failure to maintain 
confidentiahty. However, we know of no such situations arising from information sharing 
among affiliates and emphasize that in this situation, the same financid institution controls both 
ends of the tmsmission. 

MBNA acknowledges that a financial institution may have business operations organized within 
affiliates in such a way that aspects of information sharing may be inappropriate. As mentioned 
earlier, we would not support a credit card operation providing a life insurance affiliate or joint 
marketing agreement party with information regarding payments made by customers to 
healthcare providers for purposes of avoiding risks. Similarly, we would not support a health 
insurance affdiate providing information about seriously ill customers to a mortgage affiliate for 
purposes of preventing mortgage offers to such customers or accelerating existing mortgages. 
Again, we have seen no evidence of fmancial institutions doing such things. 

While harm to consumers is possible if information sharing occurs among afliliites for 
impermissible purposes, MONA believes information sharing among affiliates generally benefits 
consumers in two significant ways. First, we believe that sharing of information among affiliates 
reduces potential risks to customers by helping prevent fraud and identity the% The more 
relationships a financial institution has with a customer, the better able they art? to anticipate their 
needs. This includes not only the ability to offer them products and services they may be 
interested in, but dso to detect inquiries, transactions, or events that may be out of the ordinary. 
The fraud detection schemes employed in the credit card mdustry to detect unusual activity are a 
mime examule of how information sharing benefits and protects customers. The more inputs 
here are to that system, the more accurateits predictions and the more transactions of a given 
consumer it may protect 

costs down-the same prospect data does not need to be acquired and paid for twice. Even if 
one consumer does not desire the offered product or service, this sharing keeps the costs down 
for those that do. Further, many institutions offer reduced rates, fees or other charges for 
additional products or services when a customer obtains a second product or service. AfXliate 
information sharing increases these possibilities -the “relationship pricing” offered by many 
credit unions is a good example of this practice. To maintain these pmgrams, these institutions 
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need information about all their relationships with a customer across all affiliates (and sometimes 
with nonaffiliated tbird parties or joint marketing agreement parties). 

b. What, if any, potentialprivncy risks does a customer face when ajinaacial institution 
shares ihe customer’s information with a nonofiliated thirdpar@? 

In the abstract, it’s easy to believe that potential privacy risks increase when a financial 
insritution shares information with a nonaffiliated third parry. Indeed, unlike information sharing 
between affiliates, the sharing financial institution only controls the transmitting end of this 
relationship. However, a rational assessment quickly reveals the false prejudices underlying this 
abstract assessment. 

First of all MBNA credit cards are handed over millions of times a day by our customers to total 
strangers. This is how we pay for goods and services and the volume of these transactions and 
their financial value increase every year for one simple reason - it’s safe, accurate and 
convenient. Yes - fraud and identity theft may occur. -in fact they are better documented at this 
stage of the payment process than at any other stage of information sharing by financial 
institutions. Unfortunately there will always be dishonest employees at retail businesses who 
improperly obtain or retain payment information and use it inappropriately. MBNA supports 
laws that criminalize identity theit and we urge Federal, state and local law enforcement agencies 
to enforce these laws, prosecute the criminals and impose the penalties. We didn’t stop using 
banks or cash when criminals started robbing banks and we shouldnot stop using payment 
devices and sharing the information needed to support them when criminals start to abuse them. 
h’s the improper use of information that’s at issue - not information sharing. 

Second, while MBNA provides many of its services directly through h4BNA affiliates to its 
customers, like our competitors we also use nonaffiliated third party service providers. Indeed, 
many issuers outsource the entire statementing and customer information system (US) to such 
vendors. We are not aware of a single instance where a financial institution using the services of 
an information processing or statementing vendor compromised the privacy of its customers. 
‘And that’s no accident. Such relationships depend on tb~ quality of the services provided. 
Nonaffiliated third parties receiving information from financial institutions have been bound for 
years under contracts to maintain confidentiality and to use the information only for authorized 
purposes. Any vendor that fails to do this loses its customers - and won’t get any new ones. 

GLBA and the Guidelines ensure strict security and confidentiality. They require appropriate 
due diligence of a nonaffiliated third party’s information ha@iig practices, written agreements 
to not use or disclose me inrormation omer than for a spec of an 
adequate information security program, and maintenance of the pro& while the third party 
possesses the data Further, all of these requirements fit well with the powers of the Federal 
hnctiond regulators under the Bank Service Company Act, 15 USC $45(a)(2). GLBA 
consciously avoided making financial institutions behave as one another’s policeman, and 
MBNA is concerned about proposed State legislation that appears to gn beyond GLBA’s 
requirements in this regard (California Al3 1775). 
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c. Whai, ifan~l, poteMia1 risk to privacy does a customerface when an aflliute shorq 
information obtainedfrom another a&Viate with a nonaflliated lhirdpar@l 

Ml affXates of a financial institution are subject to the inter+ controls ofthat organization with 
regard to information usage. We do not believe that interaffiliate sharing of information with a 
nonaffiliated third party poses &y different privacy risk’than those associated with the direct 
sharing of information by the financial institution with a nonaffiliated third party: . 

Question 4. 'The potential beneftsforfinancial institutions and affiiates of such sharing of 
information (specific examples, means of assessment, or evidence of benefi% would be useful): 

a. IR what ways do financial institutions benefitfrom sharing irlfok&m with nJji1iate.Q 

Please see our answer to 3(a) above. The benefits to financial institutions include additional and 
deeper customer relationships, superior fraud detection, and the ability to offer packaged’services 
and benefits. 

b. In what ways dofurancial institutions benejitfrom sharing inforriration with nonafjiliated 
thirdparties? 

Please see our answer to 3(b) above. The benefits to ~mancial institutions include additional and 
deeper customer ielationships, superior fraud detection, and the ability to offer packaged services 
and benefits. Additionally, services provided by nonaffiliated third parties are frequently higher 
in quality and lower in cost than those a fmancial institution could provide for its customers. 
Lastly, v$h respect to joint marketing agreements between two or more financial institutions, 
information sharing .dows immediate service of the customer at any point of contact and a 
seamless interface from the customer’s perspective. 

c. In whaf ways do affiiates benefit whenJinancia1 institutions share information with them? 

Please see our answer to 4(a) above. 

rl In what ways do affiliates benefitfrom shnring information that (hey obtain from other 
afliiates with nonaf/irialrrr thir;l parties? 

Please see our answer to 3(c) above. We poinr out that with an afiliate specializing in 
information systems and data management, information shared by one affiliate to another 

affiliate routinely., 

e. What effecects wouldfizrther limitations on such sharing of information have on financial 
institutions and affiliates?, 

MBNA believes fortber privacy restrictions are necessary, will inhibii the business flexibility 
and creativity of fmancial institutions, will create unintended consequences - hampering 
customer convenience ,snd the ability to control fraud and administer the customer relationship 

JWWMBNA Trwmy Info .Wudy LvlwLm 
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beyond an “account-by-account” basis. Fctther, to the extent privacy is being used as a vehicle 
to reduce mark&g contacts or address identity theft concerns, MBNA believes those issues 
should be addressed directly. 

Question 5.. The potential benefits/or customers of such sharing of information (spec@ 
examples, measts of assessment, or evidence of benefiti would be useful): 

R In what ways does a customer benefufrom the sharing of such information by afmancial 
instittttion with 1~ a&iliatesl 

Please see our answer to 4(a) above. 

b. h what ways does a customer benefitfrom the sharing of such inform&on by a fin+al 
institutin with nonnffililicrted thirdparties? 

Please see OLU answer to 4(b) above. ‘The benefits to customers include more and better financial 
products and services from which to choose, superior fraud detection, real time instantsneous 
access to aT1 of the customer’s financial information, and the ability to obtain packaged services 
and benefits. 

c. In what ways dod a customer benefti when aflliates share information they obtainedfrom 
other affiliates with nona~liated third parties? 

On a broad scale, MBNA agrees with the findings of the Financid Services Roundtable ser forth 
in their December 2000 report entitled, “Customer Benefits from Curmnt Tnformarion Sharing by 
Financial Service Companies”. There is no’question that information sharing increases the 
availability of credit to the market in general and reduces the cost of credit to the customer. For 
MBNA in particular, the ability to make consumer credit decisions in minutes has been and will 
continue to be an important marketing advantage. 

Customers of financial institutions obtain significant benefits from information sharing, 
including increased convenience, personalized service, and real savings of time and money. The 
information sharing provides customers with more services at lower prices, and allows the 
companies to increase efficiency, lower costs, and pass those savings on to customers. The 
Roundtable study estimated the benefits to customers of the 90 largest banks, insurance and 
securities companies that are members ofthe Roundtable. Based on publicly available industry. 
data and a survey of the membership, the findings sre: 

l Savinas Per Household.. Tnformation sharing saves Roundtable members’ customer, on 
average, $195 per customer household per year. Tn addition, the average household saves 
close to 4 hours per year due to the convenience provided by information sharing. 

0 Money Saved. For aTl customers of the Roundtable’s members, rhe current dollar savings 
due to information sharing total about $17 billion per year. About $9 billion of this total 
comes from information sharing with nonaffiliated third parties, and about $8 billion is 

JWB/?.tBNATremiry lntb Study LtrlwLm 
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due IO information sharing with affiliates. These estimates would be larger for the entire 
fhncial services industry. 

. Time Saved. Information sharing saves Roundtable members’ customers about 320 
million hours per year. ‘About 115 million hours are saved because of information 
sharing with affiliates, and 20.5 million hours are saved because of information sharing 
with nonnffiliatcd third parties. 

. Sources of Benefits. Customers benefit from information sharing across a wide variety of 
services. They save money from outsourcing to nonaf&iliated third parties, reldonship 
pricing, and proactive offers. Customers save time because of information sharing by 
call centers, l&rnet based services, nonaffiliated third party services, proactive offers 
and pre-filled applications. 

. Mass Marketing versus Tarnetcd Marketing. Privacy concerns are partly motivated by 
marketing solicitations. Contraty to common perception, however, the ability to share 
information can actually reduce the number of solicitations consumers receive. The 
Roundtable members save about $1 billion per year by using targeted marketing instead 
of mass marketing - snvings which can be passed fonvard to customers. A shift back IO 
mass marketing could force companies to send out over three times as many solicitations 
to achieve the same level of sales. 

Additional examples of information sharing benefits from the Roundtable survey include: 

. A large sh’are of time and money saved is from nonaffiliated third party services, a subset 
of all benefits from sharing with ndna@Jiated’third parties. Many financial institutions 
are seeking to provide “one-stop shopping” through a full range of iinancial services, and 
are partnering with nonaffiliated third parties to provide their customers with low-cost, 
efficient services (e.g., credit cards, insurance). Using nonaffiliated third parties allows 
financial institutions to provide additional services to their customers more efficiently 
and less expensively than ifthey had built the same service lines in-house, saving 
customers about 170 million hours and 57 billion annually. 

. Call centers provide significant savings of time. Companies integrate their call centers 
for different affiliates and/or nonaSiliated third parties to allow customers the ability to 
access all their accounts with one phane c&all. Internet based scrvlces, which provide 
similar convenience, are still a relatively new but rapidly growing delivery oha~al. Call 

hours a year. 

. Proactive offers and relationship pricing provide significant savings of time and money 
for Roundtable member customers. Proactive otYe.rs save customers time (50 million 
hours) and money ($7 billion) by offering, and educating them about services when they 
are most likely to need them, for instance, offering a customer lower premiums on 
automobile insurance because of improvements in her driving record. Relationship 
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pricing,ailows financial institutions to provide lower prices for customers with multiple 
relationships spanning different affiliates or nonafSliated third parties, saving customers 
over $2 billion a year. 

These information-sharing benefits only account for the savings provided by the 90 member 
companies of the Roundtable. It does not include savings created by information sharing at 
thousands of other U.S. banks, insurance fbms, securities companies, thrifts, and credit unions. 

These estimates do not include: 

l Savings ftom f?aud reduction because of information sharing; 
. Customer benefits from the expanded availability and lower price of credit 

because of better risk quantification due to information sharing; 
l Benefits from information sharing by ATMs and co-branded or affinity credit 

cards; 
l Future benefits from information sharing. 

d What, if any, alternatives are there to achieve the same or similar behefitsfor customers 
without such shnring of such information? 

h4BNA is not aware of any reasooable alternatives that would provide the same or similar 
benefits for customers while at the same time protecting the confidentiality of customar 
information. Inform&ion sharing is a critical component of our business, and if financial 
iristitutions do not share among themselves the only likely alternative is a centraIized information 
sharing organization. We do not believe our customers would look favourably on such a 
concept, whether operated collectively by financial-institutions or the government 

e. What effecects, positive or negative, wouldfurther limitations on the sharing of such 
information have on cutomen? 

Further limitations on the sharing of information would result in reducing each of the benefits 
described above. If additional restrictions were placed on the sharing of such information with 
aftlliatas and nonaffiliated third parties, these benefits to customers -up to $17 billion of cost 
savings and 320 million hours of timesavings annually - would be at risk. A negative impact of 
this magnitude merits serious consideration before any additional restrictions are placed on 
information sharing by financial institutions. 

a, Do existing privacy laws, such as GLRA privacy regulations and the Fair Credit Reporting 
Act ,(FcRA), adequately protect the privacy of a customer’s information? Please explain why 
or why noL 

MEINA believes that FCR;Q and GLBA provide adequate pmtections for customer privacy. 
Further, Federal law includes numerous additional privacy protections, such as the Electronic 

r-. 
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pund Transfer Act and the Right to Financial Privacy Act. Affihale sharing of credit eligibility 
information has been dealt with through opt oul under the FCRA for years. GLBA follows the 
same concept, requiring a clear and conspicuous notice from each financial institution to each 
customer setting forth their opt out rights under FCRA and GLBA and providing a convenient 
means for customers to effect those opt outs. 

Opt out provides the appropriate balance between protecting customer privacy and permitdng the 
sharing of information by financial institutions. It allows most information sharing to continue 
by financial institutions as it has for many years. Simultaneously, it allows those customers 
particularly concerned about the sharing of financial information to exercise their rights and opt 
out. An opt out stzuidard is incorporated in numerous Federal laws and courts do not favour 
more restrictive regim.es, such as outright bans or opt in regimes (U.S. West, Inc. v. Federal 
Communications Commission, U.S. Ct. App. lo* Cir., No. 98-9518, filed August 18,1999). 

The only problem with existin law is GLBA’s failure to establish a national uniform standard 
for the, privacy of financial information. By permitting individual states to enact different 
customer protections, GLBA opens the door to confused customers and unbelievably complex 
and expensive compliance responsibilities for financial institutions. A patchwork of state laws 
with differing requirements and di&rent levels of protections will dish the benefits to 
customers described above, Increase confusion of customers’ undersstandiig of their rights, add 
to the compliance responsibilities of financial institutions, and add to the costs of providing 
products and services to customers. 

GLBA is less than one year old Experience to date has not produced any evidence of significant 
deficiencies in the privacy protections it affords customers. It should be given a fair chance to 
operate before changes make it impossible to assess. 

b. What, if any, new or revised statutory or regulatory protections would be useful to protect 
customer privacy? Please explain. 

MONA believes tit a uniform national standard should be made a permanent part of GLBA, as 
it was for seven years under the FCRA. We recognize that such uniformity is set to expire under 
the FCIU, but we endorse making that permanent as well. There is no question that multiple, 
additional state restrictions will be chaotic for both consumers and financial institutions. The 
uniform system h&as worked well under the PCRA and should be embraced for OLEtA. 
Otherwise, the real benefits of a uniform national information-sharing regimen will be 
significantIy diminished. 

Qrrestion 7. The adequacy offlnancial hutitution privacy policy andprivacy rights dkclosure 
under &sting Iaw: 

a. Have financial institution privacy notices been adeqkate in light of erisiing requirements? 
Please explain why or why nof. 

MONA believes ihat tinhncial institutional privacy notices have been adequate under the existing 
law, but they have also been overly complex and legalistic. The disclosure requirements of 
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GLBA were new to consumers, financial institutions, snd their regulators in 2001 and they took 
effect at a,time when the class action plaintiffls bar and the State Attorneys General had both 
focused on privacy of financial information. To meet these new requirements, financial 
institutions worked very hard - estabhshing working groups internally, retaining legal counsel, 
using consumer focus groups externally, and following the sample language provided by the 
Federal functional regulators. The disclosures were necessarily detailed because of the complex 
statutory and regulatory requirements and fear of litigation and potential liability compounded 
the problem. The process resulted in perhaps more thoroughness than meaumgfolness. 

MBNA’s initial privacy notice complied with all GLBA and FCRA requirements and was 
developed mostly from sample language in the GLBA regulations. Even so, advocacy groups 
judged our notice, like those of almost all other financial institutions, as hard to .read and 
understand. For MBNA’s first annual privacy notice disclosure in 2002 we areworking hard to 
address Ihose concerns. 

8. What, ifany, new or revbed requirements would improve howjinancial institutions 
describe their privacy polici,es andpractices and inform custqmers about thebpririacy rights? 
Please -lain how any of these new or revised requirements would improvefInancial 
institutions ’ notices. 

Privacy notices must be standardized. Like the nutrition labels placed on foods, they must 
appear in an easily recognized form, become shorter, and become easier to understand A 
uniform, user-friendly privacy notice will increase the level of trust between financial institutions 
and their customers. 

Question 8. The feasibili& of direrent approaches, including opt-out and opt-in, topermit 
customers to direct that such information uot be shared with aflliates and uonaJi’i’iated third 
parties: 

a Is itfeasible to require fmanciul institutions to obtain customers’ consent (opt in) before 
sharing information with aJIiliates in some or all circurmtances? With nonaffiiated third 
parties? Pleose explain what effects, both positive and negative, such a requirement would 
buve onfinaucial iustitu+s nnd on consumers. 

While MONA has seen no definitive studies, we agree that opt in percentages will parallel opt 
out percentages. This means that an effort to obtain opt in from a financial iostitution’s customer 
base will yield only 2% - 5%. Quite frankly, that is not a sufficient return to authorize significant 
investment in the systems required to track the issuance of opt in notices,aud record the receipt 
of opt in responses. From ao economic standpoint, financi~al institutions will simply forego 
pursuing the opt in; a phenomenon already demonstrated under Vermont’s financial privacy 
regula6ons which took effect February 15,2002. 

Consequently, all information sharing restricted to opt in privacy protection would cease and all 
customer benefits flowing from such information sharing would terminate. While exceptions 
under such regulations would most likely provide for continued information sharing to service 
and process tmnsactions requested by the customer, to accrue points or rewards, and to respond 
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to legal requirements, we question the need for such a disruptive standard. Whut is the need for 
the change; whet is the governmental interest being served? Iftbo issue is identity theft or 
annoying marketing contacts-let’s deal with Ihem directly. If the issue is customer’s who don’t 
want a Iiiauincial institution data mining their transaction history to predict what finsucial service. 
or product they might be responsive to, then why doesn’t opt out work? 

b. Under what circumstances would it be appropriate to permit, but not require, fmaneial 
institutions to obtain customers’ consent (opt in) before sharing iofoimation with affiates as 
an ahemative to a required opt out in some or all circumstanc&? With rrona#iliated third 
parties? What effects, both positive and negative, would such a voluntary opt in have on 

I 

customers and on financial institutions? (Please describe any experience of this approach that 
you may have had, including consumer acceptance) 

Law and regulation are not the place for voluntary scenarios. If the issue is important enough to 
require a law or regulation, then it is important enough to set a definitive, mandatory, and 
uniform national standLard. Any further “fmctionslisotion” of the financial privacy issue will 
marginalize tbc outcome for everyone. 

‘c Is hfeasible to require financial institutions to permit customers to opt out generally of 
having their information shared with aflliafes? Please erpIain what effe&, both positive and 
negative, such a requirement would have on consumers and onfinnnciul institutions. 

MBNA spent millions of dollars to build its privacy notice disclosure tracking and opt out 
recording system. We spent millions more developing, printing and mailing our privacy notice 
and we will continue to’do so every year hereafter. We are proud of our efforts and certain that 
we have satisfied both GLBA and FCRA re&lrements. The Iact that we have a working opt out 
system to screen Formation sharing with nontilisted third parties and credit eligibility 
infomlation sharing with afftliates proves we could construct an opt out system for information 
sharing with affiliates generally. 

Current estimates are that only 2%-S% of all customers opt out of information sharing with 
nonaffiliated third parties under GLBA. This means either that the overwhelming majority of 
consumers are quite s&s&d with the status quo, thal they don’t cam about the financial privacy 
issue as much as the privacy advocates would lie you to believe, or that they do not mad what’s 
sent to them in the mail regarding their financial producrs and services. Whatever the truth may 
be, there is no clear driver for increasing restrictions. This is especially true where the 
consequences of increased restrictions on affiliate information sharing are unknown, 

Services to customers, or receive services necessary to operate its business. For example, MBNA 
America obtains information systems, data management and statement services from MTS and 
obtains telemarketing services from MSI. Access to customer information may be required to ’ 
perform all these functions in the ordinary course ofbusiness. 

d What, i/any, other methods wouldpermit customers to direct that information not be 
shared with affiliates or nonafJiIiated thhdparties? Please explain their benefits and 
drawbacks for customers andforfmnnciol institutions of each method identified 

JWB/MBNA Tnvury InL Study Llr/H/Lm 

-- 
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Other than opt out or opt in, we are not aware of any other method that permits customers to 
direct that information not be shared with affiliates or nonaffiliated third parties. But we axe not 
sure that “privacy” is best protected by laws and regulations focusing on information sharing to 
begin with. The rest of the world, including the Europesn Union, Canada and most Asian and 
pacific nations, follow a system of data protection focused on fair information practices rather 
thau information sharing. While we have reservations about the centralized data protection 
bureaucracies these types of laws tend to create, we cannot deny that they seem to be working for 
the countries which adopt them ‘and may be, overall, less disruptive to our industry than ELBA, 
FCRA and multiple state-level variations may be. 

Question 9. The feasibili& of restricting sharing of such informaliorr for specific uses or of 
perkiting customers to direct the uses for which such information may be shared: 

a. Describe fhe circumstances under which or the extent lo which customers may be able to 
restrict the sharing of information byji~ancial institutions for spe@i uses or to direci the 
uses for which such hIformation, may be shared? 

WNA does not share information for inappropriate purposes and while we see no evidence that 
additional laws or regulations are necessary to prevent such activity, we do not oppose them. We 
do oppose further restictions on information sharing tbat,are really attempts to deal with other 
issues, such as marketing methods or “predatory” lending. Similarly, while not opposed in 
principle to limitations on so-called “sensitive information” (sexual orientation, religion, political 
affiliation), we see no evidence that financial institutions are shsring such information and 
therefore question the need for such laws and regulations. Finslly, we fear that further 
restrictions on information shering will stifle creativity and prevent financial institutions from 
keeping pace with other sectors of the economy as data connectivity and the ability to predict 
customer behaviour improve over time. Disadvantaging the financial. services industry in such 
matters makes no sense. Restricting the sharing of information for specific uses’or directing the 
specific uses for which the information may be shared are generally unworkable if customers ~113 
to continue the benefits they currently enjoy. 

MBNA respects and understands the importance of customer choice. We built our business of 
issuing credit cards for endorsing organizations upon choice. But we believe in choice for a 
purpose. Our business depends on information and we cannot operate in an enviromnent 
requiring individualized information sharmg for each customer, or each state in which they 

will oppose, laws and regulations needlessly imposing exorbitant costs and mind-boggling 
complexity upon our industry, with no moreevidence that they are necessary than the self- 
proclaimed right to privacy and political expediency. 

Neither Congress nor the Federal functional regulators will have to answer the dissatisfied 
customer who cannot understand why they must provide all of their personal information to 
MBNA Delaware to obtain a mortgage when considerable portions of that information are 

JWRlMBNA Trcarury Ma Study LrrMRur 
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already on file wilh ME4NA Amrim for their credit card. MElNA will answer that dissatisfied 
customer, and we will tell them exactly what happened aud who brought it about. 

b. What effecls, botli positive and negative, wouldsuch a policy have onfiancinl institutions 
and on consumers? 

MBNA accepts that customers want privacy choices and we believe they want those choices 
presented in a standardized, easy to understand format. WC believe GLBA establishes 
appropriate and mauageable choices and that financial institutions axe rapidly simplifying how 
customers may exercise them. Further restrictions on information sharing and further 
requirements that customers be able to direct aspects of sharing for particular items of 
information will be more confusing to consumers, more costly to administer, more likely to 
increase fraud and identity theft, and will increase the costs of tinancial products and services. 

Ifyou have any questions, please contact me at MBNA America Bank, N.A., 1100 North King 
Street, Wiknin~tin, Delaware, 19884-0127. My phone number is 302-432-0716. My facsimile 
number is 302-432-0753 and my e-mail adclxess is joseuh.crouse(a.corr& 

Legislative Counsel 


